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Abstract—Sharing and analyzing data collected within
Technology Enhanced Learning environments is an interesting
issue for researchers to validate their models and systems. In
this paper we present a corpus we built and analyzed in order
to validate our proposed “Proxy approach” as an approach for
sharing and analyzing learning data corpora. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Digital traces collected within Technology Enhanced
Learning (TEL) environments are very often used to
personalize such environments in order to enhance the
learning practices. Such traces are analyzed on-line to help
tutors better supervise the learning sessions [1] and to adapt
the activities to the learners’ activity [2]. Traces can also be
subject to offline analyses with different goals like
reengineering of TEL environments [3], adapting a learning
scenario [4], or analyzing interactions [5]. Building an
authentic learning experiment is a complex and time-
consuming task. As a consequence, having access to
research data offers more recognition and visibility for
owners [6] while it allows analyses’ replication and
comparison by other researchers [7]. We proposed a new
approach called the “Proxy approach” [8] [9] as a base for a
platform architecture that allows researchers to share
learning traces corpora, without imposing a unique
representation of data, and to flexibly use different analysis
tools on different corpora depending on analysis needs. In
this paper, we describe an experiment we performed within
the Technology Institute of the University of “Savoie”
during the “Object-Oriented Design / Object-Oriented
Programming” (OOD-OOP) unit. Based on this experiment,
we built and analyzed a corpus in order to validate our
approach. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the pedagogical and scientific objectives
that motivated us to perform this experiment. Section III
gives a short overview of the “Proxy approach”. Section IV
describes the experiment and the learning environment.
Section V presents the structure of the resulting corpus and
the analyses performed on it. Section VI exposes the results
followed by conclusions and a set of perspectives.              

II. THE EXPERIMENT’S OBJECTIVES 

The experiment we describe in this paper and that we
call “OOD-OOP” (in reference to the unit) has been
conducted according to two types of objectives. The first is
obviously pedagogical since the experiment corresponds to
an academic unit. The second is scientific and is related to
the validation of our approach. 

The pedagogical objective is to help students achieve a
practical work of “OOD-OOP” while communicating and
collaborating via a discussion forum. Using the forum aims
to capitalize important information and to avoid wasting
time asking a previously answered question. 

The scientific objectives are (1) to build a corpus of
traces collected during the experiment enriched by
contextual information, and (2) to apply and validate the
“Proxy approach” in order to perform analyses on the
corpus using two different analysis environments. 

III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROXY APPROACH

In this section, we concisely present the “Proxy
approach” (see [8] and [9] for more details). This approach
addresses the problems of (1) heterogeneity (semantics,
formats) of collected data and the corresponding learning
contexts, (2) strong coupling between data formats and
analysis tools, and (3) non-reproducibility of previous
analyses. Existing approaches ([5], [7], [10], [11], [12])
propose a unique representation of the data to be shared and
possibly analyzed using a set of available analysis tools. In
order to use the services provided by existing sharing
platforms, users have to do a preliminary work of
conversion to format data according to the chosen
representation. However, the heterogeneity related to
learning environments, pedagogical scenarios, disciplines,
and analysis needs makes the definition of a standard
representation very difficult. Based on this observation, we
worked on a different approach which avoids imposing a yet
another representation which cannot be suitable for all data
representation needs. The general idea is to allow
researchers to share any trace or contextual resource without
having to convert the format of its content into another one.
The user has only to provide a set of metadata allowing the
description of the resources and their future querying.
Moreover, when a user wants to query some corpus content
in order to perform an analysis, s/he uses a component we
call “proxy” that plays the role of an intermediary between



the researcher, the corpus and the analysis tool. The “Proxy
approach” relies on three models: (1) the corpus model
which defines two types of corpora: (i) “initial corpus”
which corresponds to all resources collected by a researcher
in relation to the experiment, and optionally the resources
and the descriptions relative to analyses performed outside
the sharing platform which is based on the “Proxy
approach”, (ii) “analysis corpus” which corresponds to
analyses performed on the sharing platform using the
services of the “Proxy approach” to answer a particular
research question. This first model also defines the structure
of a corpus which can contain different types of resources
(traces, pedagogical resources, productions, etc.) and a
corpus description according to the corpus description
model that defines a set of describing metadata (subset of
th e D u b l i n C o r e [13] metadata se t enr iched by
learning/teaching-oriented metadata); (2) the semantic
model, which corresponds to a taxonomy that defines a set
of queryable concepts, and which is used as a semantic
communication tool between researchers who share corpora
and analysis tools; and (3) the operational model, which
implements the operational aspect of the approach by
defining several types of operations (query, convert, filter,
format, fusion) that will align the semantics of the concepts
defined in the semantic model with the corpora contents and
the input data format of different analysis tools. The
different operations are implemented using scripts. Once the
different operation scripts are defined, corpora querying
becomes uniform and semantic issues transparent. The three
models are conceptualized as a descriptive ontology.

IV. THE EXPERIMENT’S DESCRIPTION

The context of the experiment was a real practical class
of the “OOD-OOP” module at the university with students
of the multimedia department. The group was composed of
nine students who have almost the same level. This work
was intended to increase the students' skills in the Java
object-oriented programming language. Each student had to
implement a software phone (softphone) in Java with the
Eclipse [14] integrated development environment. Each
student could communicate with other students and with the
teacher to ask for help. The teacher's role was clearly
defined as catalyst and facilitator in both direct and
mediated discussions. The work was planned on four
sessions, but the students had to deliver their work in
progress at the end of each session. 

The observation we have conducted was based primarily
on the use of several tools of the Moodle [15] e-learning
platform. Furthermore, the two last sessions were filmed in
order to keep track of synchronous conversations and what
happened in class during these sessions. 

During the scheduled time, the communication took
place in situ using a software communication tool (a forum)
in addition to the direct human communication (dialogue
and illustrations on a classical whiteboard). The students
were encouraged to participate in discussions and to post
questions in the forum. The remaining time, i.e. between the
sessions, work was done remotely and the students
communicated with the teacher only by means of the forum.
At the end of each session, they had to upload their
intermediate files by means of the Moodle deposit service. 

T h e teacher wanted to measure the degree of
student/student collaboration and student/teacher
collaboration. His purpose was to facilitate inquiry
collaborative learning. In others words, the students would
seek information from other students or the teacher knowing
that the result of their investigations had to be capitalized in
the forum. For this purpose, the forum was structured into
several topics of discussion. These different topics dealt
with different aspects of the work to be achieved by the
students. 

V. CORPUS STRUCTURE AND ANALYSES

After the end of the experiment, we proceeded to the
construction of the “OOD-OOP” corpus. In this section, we
present the different steps of the corpus construction phase.
The corpus construction phase is composed of three
principal steps: the first step was to collect or create the
different resources that would compose the corpus; the
second step was to provide a set of descriptive metadata to
document the corpus and the resources which compose it;
finally, the last step was to create the different scripts
corresponding to the operations of the operational model
and which will make the querying, extraction, and
conversion of the corpus’ data possible in order to be further
analyzed by two different analysis tools. In the second part
of this section, we describe some analyses performed on the
corpus based on the “Proxy approach”.

A. Corpus construction

1) Resource collection / creation
We distinguished different types of resources that can be

shared within a corpus. Such resources can contain traces or
different contextual data useful for the sharing and the
understanding of the corpus. We distinguish two
complementary types of traces: (1) those that are collected
automatically by means of collecting modules embedded in
the virtual learning environment, and (2) those that
correspond to audio/video recordings of a learning session.
In the case of the “OOD-OOP” corpus, we have resources
corresponding to the two types of traces: (1) traces that were
automatically collected within the Moodle platform and
which correspond to the interactions between the students
and the teacher that took place in the discussion forum, to
extract these traces we executed an SQL query on the
relational database hosting the Moodle data, and (2) we also
have seven audio/video recordings that correspond to the
two last sessions of the practical work. The other types of
resources we share in the “OOD-OOP” corpus are: (1) seven
pedagogical resources which correspond to resources
provided by the teacher during the learning period (three
course resources, a resource explaining the task to achieve, a
resource containing some programming advice, a tutorial, a
resource giving a solution of a part of the work done by the
students); (2) forty seven production resources which
correspond to resources produced by the participating
learners (corresponding to intermediary and final
productions of the students); (3) one documentation
resource which describes the experiment which led to the
corpus and (4) publication resources that correspond to the
communication papers, reports or manuscripts about
analyses and results that are related to the experiment and



the corpus (Till now, we have one publication related to the
corpus and which corresponds to the manuscript relative to
the PhD work during which the described experiment was
driven).

2) Corpus and resources description
The corpus description model is a part of the corpus

model and contains three parts: general description of the
corpus which defines general metadata about the experiment
underlying the construction of the corpus (e.g. title, creator,
contributor, keywords, etc.), resource description (e.g. title,
subject, creator, format, etc.), and previous analysis work
description (information about the date and objectives of the
analysis, the used analysis tool(s), the used services that
allowed data extraction, conversion and formatting). This
step corresponds to the documentation of the corpus by
providing a set of general metadata about the whole corpus,
and the different resources that compose the corpus. It is
worth noticing that descriptive metadata are not mandatory
but they are very useful to contextualize the corpus content
and to help researchers that don’t have an idea about the
experiment to understand the data without needing the help
of the researchers that built the corpus. In this way, the
corpus becomes self-explanatory. Furthermore, the
description model allows researchers to describe in detail
the previous analyses performed on the corpus which makes
them reproducible. In the case of the “OOD-OOP” corpus,
we do not describe analyses in the initial corpus since we
used the services of the “Proxy approach” in achieving the
analyses that we will describe in the next section. However,
we created an analysis corpus named “ForumCollab” to
study the role of the forum interactions in enhancing the
student/student and student/teacher collaboration and in
contributing to the capitalization of useful information. 

3) Corpus querying scripts
This third step is necessary for performing analyses on

the corpus resources. In fact, corpora can contain resources
having different formats, and more importantly different
semantics; on the other hand, analysis tools expect input
data with semantics and formats that can be different from
those of the corpus’ original data. Defining scripts as part of
the operational model allows a researcher planning to
analyze some corpus data to semantically align the corpus
data concepts that interest him with those of the semantic
model.

In order to analyze the trace resource corresponding to
forum interactions, we defined different scripts. Assuming
that any digital traces resource can be converted to an XML
representation, we made the choice to represent digital
traces using an XML tree, and to write the scripts in
XQuery. We defined an XQuery script that extracts data
corresponding to forum interactions from the digital traces
we exported from Moodle’s database. This script allows
aligning the concept “forum interaction”, defined within the
semantic model, with the corpus resource data. When
needed, data type converting and filtering scripts can be
defined. In our example, we did not need to define such
scripts because original data types of the queried resources’
data were compatible with our analysis needs and because
we needed to extract all interactions without any filtering. 

We also defined scripts to format extracted data to be
analyzed using two different analysis environments. Such

scripts perform the alignment between the semantic model’s
“forum interaction” concept and the data structure expected
in the input of the analysis tools. These scripts will be
described in the next section as part of the analysis phase.

B. Analyses  description

To validate our approach, we used two analysis
environments freely provided by researchers in TEL. The
first one called Tatiana [16] is intended for researchers to
achieve analyses in an iterative manner while offering
different visualization tools. The second analysis
environment is the CALICO platform [5] that offers a set of
analysis tools allowing a better exploration of forum
interactions. To analyze the extracted data using the two
analysis environments we used in our approach validation,
we defined one formatting script specific to each
environment. The role of these scripts is to format extracted
data to be ready for analysis by a specific analysis tool. So
analyzing the forum interactions of the “OOD-OOP” corpus
becomes simple. Once we defined scripts that extract data
relative to the “forum interaction” concept defined in the
semantic model, the only next remaining step consists in
defining the formatting scripts that only format data,
assuming that semantics are compatible between the
analysis tool and the semantic model.

To analyze the “OOD-OOP” initial corpus data, we built
the “ForumCollab” analysis corpus to study the research
question “to what extent did the use of the discussion forum
improve the student/student and student/teacher
collaboration, and contribute to the capitalization of
information?”. “ForumCollab” is composed of a set of
physical resources and a description. The resources are as
follows: one documentation resource which describes the
analyses performed within the corpus and the studied
research question, and eleven analysis resources among
which eight are produced by the Tatiana analysis tools, two
resources correspond to snapshots of the CALICO tools
interfaces, and an interpretation resource which document
our understanding of the results. The description of the
corpus is composed of three parts: (1) a general description
of the corpus using a set of metadata (e.g. creator,
contributor, creation date, objectives, keywords, etc.); (2) a
physical resources description using a set of metadata (e.g.
title, creation date, format, type, producing tool, etc.); and
(3) descriptions of the analyses performed within the corpus
(e. g. begin and end dates, creators, objectives, reference to
the used analysis tools, reference to the produced analysis
resources, etc.). Sharing the produced resources and the
descriptions of the performed analyses allows understanding
and reproducing those analyses, which can be very useful
for researchers. 

We will now describe the analyses we performed using
Tatiana and CALICO to try to answer the studied research
question by analyzing the collected forum interaction traces.
We performed two analyses using Tatiana and a third using
CALICO.

After importing forum interactions into Tatiana, we used
the graphical representation (cf. Figure 1. ) to visualize
interactions as a graph in which colored vertices correspond
to messages posted in the forum. Each color corresponds to
a participant, and an arrow between two vertices expresses
the “reply to” relation. This graphical representation of the



forum interactions showed us that almost all the interactions
took place between the teacher and the students. The
students usually reply to the first message, posted by the
teacher to start the discussion thread, to ask their questions.
And the teacher was the only participant who answered the
students’ questions. Figure 1. below illustrates the Tatiana
interface with a tabular representation of the interactions
synchronized with the graphical one. Synchronizing the two
representations provides access to the contents of posted
messages by simply selecting a box in the graphical
representation. In the second analysis, we focused on the
semantics of the posted messages and we worked on a
categorization of the forum posts. Each category is
represented by a different color. The defined categories
represent what exchanged messages represent with respect
to the learning activity. We distinguished thirteen categories:
(1) ask a question; (2) re-ask a previously asked question;
(3) answer a question by giving an explanation; (4) answer a
question by giving an example; (5) answer a question by
giving an explanation and an example; (6) contest an
answer; (7) comment an answer; (8) answer one’s own
question; (9) ask and answer a question; (10) provide some
information; (11) start a discussion thread to treat some
subject; (12) start a discussion thread to give some
information; and (13) start a discussion thread to ask a
question. In defining these categories, we tried to think
about different post categories we can find in such a
discussion forum. All these categories weren’t found in the
collected forum interactions. We don’t claim that these
categories are exhaustive and new categories can be added
when needed. Figure 2. illustrates a graphic representation
of all the messages of the forum colored according to their
type categories. This allows having a visual representation
of the different categories of the exchanged messages and
their proportions. In the graph of Figure 2. , we can notice
that most of the exchanged messages corresponded to
asking questions (shades of blue) and answering questions
(shades of green).

The CALICO platform offers a set of tools that enhance
reading forum interactions. Some tools offer a quantitative
view of data, when others are intended to perform in depth
analyses of the message contents. Figure 3.  illustrates the
use of the concordancer named Concordagora to search for
two terms specific to questioning (“comment” (how …?) and
“Est-ce que” (is ...?)) and that are often used to ask
questions. The use of this tool has helped us to have a better
and faster reading of the interactions.       

The analyses presented in this section enabled us to
study the research question we are interested in, in relation
with the role of technology in enhancing collaboration and
information capitalization. We noticed that interaction was
essentially student/teacher because the students asked
questions and the teacher was the only participant who
answered them. The objective of enhancing collaboration in
the forum was so partly reached and more work has to be
done to encourage students to collaborate more- (e.g. giving
extra marks to students that are more active on the forum or
students that give a correct answer within a given period of
time). The second objective which is to capitalize useful
information to avoid asking the same question several times,
was achieved. Students searched for existing discussions
before initiating new ones. 

Figure 1. Snapshot of the Tatiana analysis tool interface allowing the
synchronization of graphical and tabular representations of the forum

interactions

Figure 2. Snapshot of the Tatiana interface of a graph allowing the
visualization of the different messages exchanged in the discussion forum

colored according to their categories

Figure 3. Snapshot of the interface of the Concordagora tool (CALICO
platform) used to analyze the forum interactions

VI. RESULTS

As we already explained, carrying out the experiment
and building the corpus was essentially planned to
demonstrate that the “Proxy approach” is an interesting
alternative to existing approaches regarding the issues of
sharing and analyzing corpora in a technology enhanced
learning context. In fact, avoiding imposing a new
representation that has to be adopted to be able to share and



analyze data guarantees a better acceptance of the approach.
Documenting the corpus with a set of metadata is the most
important effort required from the researcher. This work will
however be very rewarding because the corpus will be more
visible and can be used by other researchers. To be able to
query the corpus and to analyze it using an analysis tool,
researchers have to define some scripts which will align the
concept(s) defined in the semantic model and that are
interesting to study, convert, filter and format data.
Furthermore, this approach is incremental and participative
and a researcher who shares a new corpus isn’t asked to
define all the scripts necessary for querying that corpus. A
researcher only defines the scripts that are needed for an
analysis he wishes to perform. The “Proxy approach” not
only presents the advantage that researchers can share data
and analysis tools without needing to invest an important
effort, but also proposes a solution to the heterogeneity
problems. In fact, this approach being incremental, the
semantic model can be enriched to add new concepts needed
for new analyses. 

The analyses we performed on the “OOD-OOP” corpus
allowed us to validate our approach by using two different
analysis tools to perform different analyses on the same
corpus. The two analysis environments are different and
have been designed by different research teams and for
different purposes. The analysis results are shared within the
resulting analysis corpus and can be reused by other
researchers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we presented an experiment that allowed
us to build a corpus and to analyze it in order to study the
validity of our “Proxy approach”. The “Proxy approach” is
incremental and participative and presents an interesting
alternative to existing approaches. This approach is based on
three models: the corpus model, the semantic model and the
operational model. We presented the different steps we
needed to build the corpus and the analyses we performed
on the corpus. 

Future work will concern giving a public access to the
corpora we built and to the scripts we defined to query it.
Furthermore, some interesting processing can be developed
in order to automatically extract documentation data and
thus minimize the researcher effort. Another interesting
perspective is to develop a script generator that uses the
semantic model with a synonym dictionary to generate
scripts that can be validated or not by researchers.
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